Theosophy Trust Books:

Thank you for generously providing the Texts you offer to those who enquire to Theosophy. Our gratitude is without limit. Thanks to the texts you provide, we are able to understand more abundantly the natural laws that govern the evolution of nature and man. I believe that I am ready to understand the deeper things. So the contents of this letter will contain the essay that is a prerequisite to receiving an advanced text. There is actually two advanced texts I would like to receive. The first one is the "The Secret Doctrine" by H.P. Blavatsky. The next would be up to you to make from these two "The Origins of Self-Consciousness in The Secret Doctrine" and "Evolution and Intelligent Design in The Secret Doctrine" both by H.P. Blavatsky. Choose whichever you believe would more appropriate to read first. In the essay I will be using W. Judges' "The Ocean of Theosophy" as my reference with knowledge and quotes. The sentences in quotation are sentences I took from his text. I hope this is acceptable. Once more thank you for everything you do for us aspirants.

Sincerely and Peacefully

Dustin Marshall

P.S. If I am unable to receive two Advanced Text at the same time Then could you send me "The Bhagavad Gita, Notes, and Gita Yoga." By William Q Judge.

Thank you Or if the essay doesn't meet the standard to receive an advanced text at all "The Dawning Of Wisdom" by Ragnavan Jyot would be my second choice in Basic Texts. Thank you.
Essay on Theosophical Philosophy and Laws

Theosophy is that pure and eternal knowledge, a wisdom about the eternal, limitless God that is all, and in all. It is religion of religions and science of sciences, embracing both Religion and Science. "It is not a belief or dogma formulated or invented by man, but is a knowledge of laws which govern the evolution of the physical, astral, psychical, and intellectual constituents of nature and of man." Through Theosophy we can understand the laws of Karma, Reincarnation, and Cycles, the Septrinary Constitution of man, and the States after death, and so much more. Theosophy tells us that "Karma is the law of ethical Causation, justice, reward and punishment," the cause for birth and rebirth, yet equally the means for escape from incarnation.""It is the effect flowing from cause, action and reaction, exact result for every thought and act." "No act is performed without a thought at its root, either at the time of performance or as leading to it." There's much more to learn from Karma, like how it "unerringly restores all disturbances to equilibrium." Now how are we to stay within the equilibrium? By knowing the ethical code within us and following it. The code is part of our nature and when we resist this nature we disturb the equilibrium. There are different ways of discovering this code and each path is unique. It helps to know the final purpose for man in discovering this code. "The final purpose for man, the immortal thinker is all for the experience and emancipation of the soul, for the purpose of raising the entire mass of manifested matter up to the stature, nature, and dignity of conscious godhood." In order to reach this purpose we live in through the cycles of Reincarnation which itself is closely connected with Karma. The cycle of Reincarnation can be explained like this, "When the Separation is complete between the body that has died, the Astral body, and the Passions and Desires, the Higher triad, Manas, Buddhi, and Atma, who are the real man.
immediately go into another state, and when that state, Devachan, is over the are attached back to earth, knowing what reincarnation is more truths make an appearance. One would be that there are different states we experience before being reborn, another would be our soul consists of more than the body, mind, and spirit, that I was at least brought up to know. In fact, our Constitution is Sepulchral. Thesosophy presents the constitution of men as septenary with their classification as: 1. The Body (Rupa), 2. Vitality (Prana-Tiva), 3. Astral Body (Linga-Sarira), 4. Animal Soul (Kama-Rupa), 5. Human Soul (Manas), 6. Spiritual Soul (Buddhi), 7. Spirit (Atma). "This septenary classification stands to this day for all practical purposes, but it is capable of modification and extension." The last three listed are that of the real man, the trinity. The trinity are the three that follow in through with reincarnation while the other 5 dissolve away after the physical body takes the final breath. Rupa and Prana-Tiva disintegrate with the physical visible body. Linga-Sarira and Kama-Rupa dissolve in the plane of Kama Loka. Manas, Buddhi, and Atma dwell in Devachan where it is waiting for karmas to bring to return them to earth.

All of these are the laws of this world. You can find the truth of these laws by looking in your self. Through out the Thesosophical Society there are men who discovered these truths and provided them for us to give us grounds and that assist us in our own discovery of these truths. We need to use the grounds to give us the enlightenment, we need to fulfill our purpose doing so will lead you a life full of happiness.

Desta Marshall
D. Marshall
3-10-18
Dear Mr. Powers,

I want to thank you for the books you sent. I'm acting and seeing through them. These books are now apart of my Bible. The thing I love about these books is that there's nothing that I disagree with. I believe 100% in things like Karma and Reincarnation, the more I learn the more questions I have. Like, if "The All" is the first cause that kicks off the cycle, then everything that evolves after is nothing but effects of the first cause, like a domino effect? Does that leave us with any free will to make our own causes or perhaps there's a way to break free from the effects of the first cause and become "unplugged" if you will, from a matrix of illusion. Or maybe "The All" doesn't really know All there is, only up until the present moment as this Mahavantara? Perhaps that is why I exist as Michael Corcoran on Earth 2018 for a unique experience, similar but like no other to discover who I truly am. And until I know exactly who I am, why I am, where I came from, the All will not know who he is as Michael Corcoran. Perhaps "The All" has manifested and dispersed itself into all these beings because it wants to know who He is, because I am him and when I find out who I truly am or what I truly am so will "The All" in that form. Have you read The Holy Science By Sri Yukteswar? He states that we are not in a kali yuga but the Dwipara Yuga and have been here for 218 years. His evidence is convincing that the ancients made a mistake. Anyways I've been training to become a Yogi. Every day little by little I feel myself changing, remembering, becoming. Something inside me has been awakened now for 2 years. I've been reading these books and meditating. I'm starting to feel things, vibrations, and more paranormal incidents that have happened in the past 2 years that have happened my whole life. Of course the next books I wish to order from you are H.P. Blavatsky's
The Secret Doctrine I and II. I've been wanting to read these books since I heard about them over a year ago. I would be very grateful to receive such a gift. I thank you for your time. I have so many ideas and thoughts on the subject. It's all I want to talk about. I've been trying to get other inmates interested, but most of them are so plugged into the materialistic world or Blinded by Blind Faith. It's like talking to a child. I'm currently on 21 your lock down (CM) but we try to pass books amongst our cells, and I've given your address to a few guys who seemed to be on "The Path." I feel very fortunate to have come across your address and I'll look forward to receiving my order. Thank you so much!

In Frith

WARD BIRD
Hello Mr. Powers

I wish to thank you for your letter & your feedback. Also the books you've sent me. They are extremely helpful upon this path that I am on. It is very true as you say, that the Absolute has no gender. Nor can it be classified in any discernable way, given the limitation of speech & understanding. Conjecture has no grasp upon Its Grandeur & Emanesence. For in Its Absolution, It surpasses all in its ability to be understood. Yet, do I recognize that this Absolute Unity by which all Existence is one, It Prevades all, Pure & Infinite, It illumines all in Its Radiant Splendor. This Ultimate Reality can be Realized with a perception & awareness acquired through the practice of Meditation. By the attainment of liberation & enlightenment it may be experienced to its fullest extent by any human being.

This Reality, this perception, this consciousness, do I desire, No longer do I wish to be encumbered by the low, but having arisen unto the highest human potential, I may be better able to help humanity in whatever degree I am allowed to reach higher goals & abilities... Ultimately I wish to merge with the Absolute Truth, Reality= Brahman... A glimmer of Its light seems I have been imparted. Still yet, it is only a vapor from the fathomless Ocean that this glimer represents. This awareness of Its light comes; goes. I remember Its taste.Desiress for more do I remain. I seek to immerse myself completely within Oneness. Yet I am conscious of the fact that all shall be given upon its proper time & place...

On the other side of this page is written certain insight that I've received... I write them to you in order to further explain where I am at & to seek help on how to further progress...
The Continuity of the Eternal Ever-Present. Its Efficience pervades all
in Its Singularity. Who can know It if not by Its Light? Illumined eyes
purified, within the Oceans of Its Knowledge, have come to realize Its Emanation
It dwells within the heart of all. It is all in all. It is that which is ever hidden,
impervious to those blinded by material existence. Yet, those precious whose
vision has turned towards the Truth. A voice ever calls from the past. Only
those remember whom have felt the seperation. Originating only from our
beginning. Ever are we held in this state of our returning. Upon this journey's
end can we remember our Origin?

There, within our being, within our hearts, within our souls within the
void, under the Eternal, the Absolute, Ever Vigilant, Omnipresent, Omniscient,
leaves Its Omnipotence manifest itself. The heart encloses dates, it ever holds
the Throne of The One, Its Glory. Omniscience never diminishes. It is
ever evident upon Its Surface (It, who can know It) but those whom
seek? For truly It encompasses all in Its all Encompassing Efficience.
Grasped It is not, yet It grasps all things. Conveyed It is not, yet
It conveys all things. Comprehended It is not, yet known It is by those
whom have realized. An in all ever does it dwell with us, within us,
everywhere. Inwardly does it see, Outwardly does it manifest. Yet only
the pure can realize Its Holiness...

This is all. I have written much, yet I know this does no justice
to true realization. This is only some insight that I have gained through
study... How many I keep this as my constant companion as my
constant awareness? How many I also become purified?

These are very important question for me. Please guide me
into its solution... I thank You.

There is also another question I wish to ask. There
is an evil individual here whom practices, perhaps a type of magic
or telepathy. How may I protect myself from these evil influences?
For I see them manifest in my dreams. Also it seems spirits
have attached themselves to him... They help him... I have seen them...
This has been going on for a few months now. I almost have to
fight, struggle mentally in order to keep this evil influence at a
distance. We don't speak, yet we both know words unspoken.
I strive towards Light & Truth, he strives towards Evil &
Permissiveness. I can see it. It is not the Outward that I see. It
is the inward.

You are the only one that I can ask about this for I
don't know anyone else who can help me in this situation. I thank
you for any help you can provide. I have also one more request.
I wish to ask for "The Secret Doctrine" Volume I & Volume II
from your advance section, I thank you once more for your help.

"Free'd from passion, fear, i anger
absorbed in Me, taking refuge in Me,
i purified by the fire of knowledge
many have become one with My Being."

"In whatsoever way man approach
Me even so do I reward them; for it is
My path, O Pantha, that man Follow in
all things." — The Bhagavad Gita —
Dear Theosophy Trust Books,

Greetings from yours truly, John Grimes, yes that's me. 

First I'd like to say Thank You very much, the two books that you sent me were & and still are very thought-provoking. The Ocean of Theosophy's Wisdom in Action. I am really doing my best on this Spiritual Walk of mine. I am a Truth Seeker At Heart. I really desire a relationship with The Living Cosmos! So I appreciate all who are Light Bearers. Theosophy is very impressive in its expression of The Infinite. Beautiful, Profound! These books were a major influence, in seeing how the Truth is expressed in different cultures. Honestly I'm not to great of a writer or speller. If a person talks to me I may come off as Smart or intelligent, yet I don't consider myself to be. I really want to do my best to apply this wisdom in my life. I want to be Free from my lower nature and all the pain & suffering it causes from being bound by desire; attachment. God knows I've had enough pain & suffering in my life, and I do a lot of praying because I need all the help & guidance I can get.

I can see the Divine Spirit in The Spirituality All around The world from The Egyptians, The Jews who preserved the learning from Egypt hidden in their scriptures, (some of it anyway) The Hindus: Brahma who represents the Universe and the worlds. To me its all the same in Essence. Here is quick proof; The Day of Brahma is said to be last 1000 years, and his Night is of equal length. In the Christian Bible is a verse saying that one day is as 1000 years to the Lord and 1000 years as one day. I can't ignore the resemblance. Same in Essence. The Divine Spirit that we live in move is have our Being in must has revealed itself to itself & all over the Earth. I do believe that the Supreme Divine Spirit...
Over Self shines deep within man as our True Self. Yet this True Self is beyond any concept that the thought of man can reach to fully express. I keep praying more, more of a realization of The Living Spirit of the Cosmos & The God within man, Also Freedom From Illusion & Fear, I have such a love For The Spirit. Yet sometimes The Spirit seems like Nothing, yet even then it is Everything to me, let me not vent too much. I am a Cancer sign, I am very emotional. I'm in a Prison, TDC, Texas Prison very Dark place. But just maybe the darkest place can make the bright shine the brightest. I treasure books they help me thru. I was interested in 'Meditation & Self Study' & Mahatma Gandhi and Buddha's Path to Enlightenment, H.P Blavatsky The Voice of Silence, The Key to Theosophy, "Secret Doctrine". Yet, what the Good Spirits lead you to send me I promise it will be read & studied. Because I Love Truth. Question, How do you feel about Prayer? Esoteric Prayer? If you can I'd like a response from your Teachers of The Eternal Way, I really appreciate you. For Real, Much Love. If you are interested in writing me I would be happy to exchange letters with you also. Please Write Soon! May you Be Blessed Eternally in The Ocean of Everlasting Life.

Sincerely,

John Connes

# 1964424

3899 State Hwy 98
New Boston, TX 75570
Dear THEOSOPHY TRUST BOOKS,

My name is John Grimes. I am very interested in the deeper Spiritual Knowledge & Understanding. I have Consciously choose to seek & find the Truth that sets us free. As a prisoner, Freedom means alot. Spiritual, Emotinal, and Physical Freedom is very important to me. I let my love for The Divine Spirit and my intuition guide me. I find myself in a 'Prison behind Bars', but I also know that the People are in a 'Prison without Bars'. I allways could since it, this prison that is hidden by most people, I could allways feel it. So many things in Life seem False to me. Especially 'Religion' & 'Law'. I know inside that The Truth is the Solution. The Truth of who God Is & who I really AM.

There is a book called 'The Secret Doctrine' by Madame Blavatsky, I would like to read that book, I heard she went on a Quest for 'Truth'. Sounds interesting. Yet, I am open-minded and I will Accept anything that comes my Way for what ever value it is worth, I promise it will be read and well appreciated. Thank You for what you do for True Truth Seekers. I am blessed to have come across this address. Good books are hard to find, so thanks again for what you do.

Here is my Address and if you are interested, I love to write and I could use a pen-pal. I'd rather read & write than be pulled by the river of distractions. I try to have Conversations with people, but I find very few "People". Most of these people live as slaves to philosophies that are not based on 'realities', they seem very harmful ways of Thinking & they do not merge well with my priorities in Life. Yet, I love loving relationships, they cause a growth Spiritually, I feel the things I've been taught growing up is useless. Knowledge that was nothing but a prison for my Mind. It only blinded me even more to the 'Prison without Bars'.

Now, I see my condition, I must continue to Truly Educate myself in order to Overcome & Free myself. Jesus was right "people are Asleep", dreaming they are awakend, even dead thinking they are Alive. I 'Trust' that you understand what I mean by these things. I appreciate your aid on my path to Awakening.
I look forward to hearing from you. So write back soon.

Sincerely

with all the

love from our

Infinite Creator,

my Address:

John Grimes # 19644241
3899 State Hwy 98
New Boston, TX 75570
Theosophy

I have learned that the philosophy of Theosophy is a never-ending study. My understanding when it comes to Theosophy is as follows. First of all there is no religion higher than truth which is what I’ve been looking for all my life. I always knew inside that, the church didn’t tell the whole truth. That’s why I never went. I have learned so much sense, I’ve been studying that, I really don’t know where to begin. I know that everything came from Nothing. Refered as It the beginningless and endless. I have learned that there will be seven races of men with 7 elements. That, Brahms Day = 2,160,000,000 and a Night of Brahms = 2,160,000,000 which equal 4,320,000,000 Solar years. Everything in reality is an illusion or map to the universe. That we are all falling Gods going through Reincarnation until we rebecome the Gods that we are. Part of that is exhausting Karma that we have made in past lifes. The Law of Retribution it neither punishes or rewards it is the One Universal Law. Dhyan Chohans are the lords of light. The Lipikas are the recorders of every word and deed they work for Karma. I know that certain times a people like Jesus, Buddha incarnate to assist mankind. They are Mahatmas An Adept of the
Highest order. They help mankind through all the evil as well as assist us until, the 7th root-race when we will all rebecome to God Status. At least the ones who are not annihilated from pure evilness. Atma is Spirit, Buddhi is the power of intellect, Manas is mind which make the trinity in man. The Ego is immortal which after every death in lower physical body. Man goes to a state of Devachan where the Ego (Atma - Buddhi - manas become one and rest for a period. Getting a break so to speak of the hell we encounter during earth life. Saying this much after I make it to Adept status I will choose to give up Nirvana to assist mankind that's what I will choose when the time or moment comes. That's what my inner self wants to do. I could go on and on this is just the basics I have learned while I've been studying Theosophia for almost a year now. I feel I am satisfied with knowing the real reason behind life on this earth. What should take place at the end we will be one religion, one tongue like in the beginning. Before everyone separated. It should be a selfless loving brotherhood in the world. Instead of greed and evil respecting nature to the fullest. I would like to request Advanced books to further my studies even though it is a continued learning experience that will take many life's to accomplish.
John,

I'd first like to express my gratitude for the gift Theosophy Trust offers to inmates. Mainstream ideologies have become blase to me, and to a few others, and to have a source of relevant, credible, inspiring information such as theosophy Trust is truly a blessing.

Next, I'd like to request "Meditation & Self Study" by Raghavan Iyer. I've been meditating for some time but only under my own aegis, never in accord w/certain structures or ideas. What are the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali?

I wish to reserve an option for an advanced text at a later date. As of now, I'm content to practice meditating and deepening my basic understanding of theosophy.

Again, thank you for the wealth of info provided to prisoners. It is a true light in the darkness.

Michael Conley
2084.997.3418
899 FM 632
Kenedy, TX
78119
John John,

How is everything? As of now I have read, Wisdom in Action, Essays on the Spiritual Life, The Ocean of Theosophy, and I have gained a little more understanding of Theosophy. I would like to request the following books, Theosophy—The Wisdom Religion and H. P. Blavatsky, Science, and Philosophy, I would also like to read the, The Secret Doctrine, but don't know if I could fully understand it. I have seen a little of it and have read a page or two with Christopher.

I also have a few questions: are the chakras anything like the plains of man or do they relate to each other in any way? Now in the past I have been involved with witchcraft. So with that said, I was sitting down, and a drop of blood landed on the inside of my left hand, out of thin air, but I felt something pull out of my third eye and then the top of my head like the crown of my head. My question is what does this mean or does it have any meaning? I have stopped my black magic and only try to do good with the powers we gain.

I have been moved units. I'm now at 15845 FM 164, Childress, TX 79201.

8/26/17
John Powers,

8-28-17

I know you have to be a busy person so I'll get to the point. How do I become an official member of the Theosophical Society? 2) What happened to the Secret Doctrines Vol. III and IV? I cannot help but notice it is stated that, volume III was complete and IV was almost complete. Are these lost? Or are they a part of the Inner Circle? Very curious about the situation. I will be writing an essay on Theosophy soon so that I may obtain the advanced books. I study everyday and I'm currently reading Isis Unveiled Vol I right at this moment. It is a good read like you said! I'm sure Volume II will be very good as well. I start 3 College classes this week so I between College and the study of Theosophy I will be very busy minded. I try to use this time to educate myself. So far so good. When they release me I will have to start all over again. I've lost everything being put in here. I'm not worried I have confidence that I'll be just fine. Thanks for your time. I hope to get answers from you soon.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
DEAR MR. POWERS,

I thank you for sending the Secret Doctrine Vol. I. This has further opened my eyes & set my path toward the many hidden truths.

Shortly after receiving Vol. I, I worked to obtain a copy of the Bhagavad Gita & then a volume of the Vedas. The similarities & ways the books have worked together to teach me an understanding of creation & creative powers of our universe & how it effects me & my environment. There's a sense of accomplishment I've experienced through these studies that I never experienced from any of my past research. For this I thank you.

I don't honestly fully understand everything I read in volume I but I am sure my interpretation may differ as I learn further but I have definitely gained a better understanding of these truths.

I have also passed around the first books I was sent to a few people who were also seekers. Most people who see the text I am reading inquire & those who aren't indoctrinated with false doctrine actually are interested.

I read a few parts of a book the other day called "Deceptions & Myths of the Bible" by ? Graham but I wondering if you may of heard of it. Please read it & what you think of it.

Well other than this I am writing to obtain & request copy Vol. II of the Secret Doctrine. I thank you for your help & guidance that you've so freely given.

P.S. A brother told me also about a book you may provide by "Albert Magnus" something about I would be greatful if you could also send info by this author P.S. Thank you.

Kyle S. Franklin

9-23-17
What I have Learned About Theosophy

Dear Mr. Powers,

I think the most profoundest thing I've learned about Theosophy is that it teaches altruism or selfless service to humanity as the path of inner development. Theosophy is divine wisdom or the wisdom that the gods study, as HPB would say. It seeks to unite and simultaneously enlighten mankind as to why we were born? what our purpose is? and, where we go after we die. Theosophy urges the student to study ancient and/or Aryan literature to broaden one's perspective which will eradicate the enemy of unity, i.e. dogma. Theosophy, I've learned is the custodian of the esoteric side of all religions and philosophies. Theosophy seeks to demonstrate a Common divine principle and/or monoist in all of humanity. We are all sparks from Paramatma. Having understood this common origin, Theosophy demonstrates that we can evolved through "self induced effort" to reach our future destiny of becoming full blown Raja-Chakras or Lords of meditation. Theosophy teaches that we each are a part of a life wave which evolve on our planetary chain and globes. To evolve our inner monist to higher degrees of divinity/ self conscious it necessitates reincarnation. Theosophy demonstrates reincarnation is both reasonable and logical. I have learned that Theosophy teaches that mankind consists of Seven Principles. The highest of which is Atma or pure Spirit. Man mirrors the universe in manifestation which consists of Seven planes; Seven Solar logos; Seven globes to our planetary chain and etc. Theosophy teaches the existence of Great Souled ones termed Mahatmas, of whom were HPB's teachers. We are not alone, and there is a silent watcher who has guided our evolution through time. Theosophy has taught me that I have an ethical and moral responsibility if I wish to hold the illustrious and sacred title, Theosophist. We are agents of the evolutionary urge toward divine unfoldment and evolution.
of humanity. Truly we are conditionally gods. Thesosophy offers as a choice, to seek, love altruistically and unite the lower quaternary to the higher triad or live selfishly and become a soulless being, and ultimately a “lost soul.” Thesosophy concurs with the Buddha when he urged his chelas / disciples to, “Preach, practice, promulgate and illustrate our doctrines.” Thesosophy taught me that Religion, Philosophy and Science are one, and that they spring from mans’ search to understand the universe and its multifarious and multifarious departments including mankind. Thesosophy demonstrated to me that there truly is no religion higher than truth! And that, truth has cloaked itself in many Religions and Philosophies, hence no Religion can claim a monopoly on truth or claim to be the sole possessor thereof. Such dogmatic assertions is the cause of disunity among the peoples on the earth today. Thesosophy teaches that a true theosophist is a member of All Religions and no member of one exclusively, as a true theosophist knows they all derive their existence from the Ancient Wisdom Tradition. Such is some of the things I’ve learned from Thesosophy. It’s been close to 20 years since I began my study of Thesosophy, my thirst for more continues. I have also learned that our attraction to Thesosophy in this life is due to past life study and striving to “live the life”, that will fit us for initiation into godhood. Thus have I learned in summary and far from exhaustive.

Fraternally yours,

Woodie Lee Thomas

Woodie Lee Thomas

P.S.

I apologize for taking so long to write. I dove head first into the S.D. and picked up the key today. Totally missed your letter. I am interested in wisdom in action and the Dawning of Wisdom. Living Thesosophy is my goal! I wrote 500 word paper “off of the top!” Sorry if sloppy.
What's up, JP?

Greetings to you once again. I cannot express my gratitude enough to you for giving me the opportunity to grow in the Society of Theosophy. I have taken the liberty of reading and studying the books provided to me from you and have grasped the idea of the theories/foundation of Theosophy. I have also taken the liberty of writing the essay on what I've learned so far and would like to receive the two volumes of "The Secret Doctrine" that I've requested a couple months ago, please. I look forward in furthering my knowledge within the study of Theosophy. Thank you again for the opportunity, JP.

It should be a little over 500 words. Also.

Kind regards,

Chief
I am incarcerated in Texas and had a friend lend me the ocean of Theosophy, and I am extremely excited to find a lot of things explained in it. I never knew what to call my beliefs until. I was introduced to Theosophy. My friend gave me the address current (5) of books you can offer. I don't have a way to make money (being in Texas doesn't pay minutes) to be able to order books. I would be blessed if I could be sent a few books off of the Trust list.

Any/all of the following would be wonderful:

HP Blavatsky
- The Key to Theosophy, An Exposition of the Ethics, Science & Philosophy
- Evolution and Intelligent Design with Secret Doctrine

R.N. Iyer
- The Yoga Sutras of Patañjali
- Meditation and Self-Study

Any or all of these would be a wonderful thing.

Thank You

B. Lively

Please Send To: Brandon Lively # 1222492
Alfred
2101 FM 369 N
Iowa Park, TX 76367
Theosophy is that ocean of knowledge which proceeds from shore to shore...

Ocean of Theosophy 0C-3

Theosophist tells us that Theosophy is the wisdom about God for those who believe He is in all things. They also say it is not a belief or a dogma invented by man, but it is a knowledge of the laws which govern the evolution of the physical, psychic, and intellectual constituents of nature and man. It teaches that we are one with each other, operating in some with each other in a subconscious state of being. Madame H.P. Blavatsky explains to us that divine super-human knowledge can be obtained from liberating the mind from its infinite consciousness and becoming one with the infinite. In order to do this you must elevate the mind.

Fasting and meditation are some ways in achieving this possible goal. Theosophy was also been considered divine knowledge and teaches that this divine wisdom is not assumed or imagined but is compiled from being seen and acknowledged as a fact. Theosophy also teaches us that the physical is not permanent and the only thing in a man's being that is permanent is the spirit. Theosophy tells us in the law of conservation that energy cannot be created or destroyed only transferred. The spirit is nothing more than a form of energy composed inside a flesh-like vehicle that conveys its actual thoughts, actions, and being. But once that vehicle is exhausted and decrease do exist the energy remains whole but returns back to the spiritual pool from which it emerged only to repeat its journey in reincarnation in 1,000-1,500 years later. It also enlightens us on the theories of Karma explaining that in our next reincarnated life we will deal with the consequences or rewards from the previous one. Basically telling us to live
According to your discretion but be aware of your actions. The teachings inside of these books have touched on numerous of key points in life from psychic, spiritualism, and the principles of mankind. Another point that it hints at is the mindset of those who choose not to accept the facts of reality. Take the allegory of the cave for example. I really enjoyed this allegory because it gave me the insight of those who are lost and are content with the lies they were taught. This parable basically explains the function of the complacent mind of those who are content with what they were lead to believe that is the truth. When something or someone shows they otherwise and have shown logical and facts to their theory the complacent person will choose to believe to most this reaction is out of fear of consequences and repercussions, others out of ignorance. For example Christianity believes Jesus is the Lord and daught in the flesh, while Islam believes that He was nothing more than a mere prophet. Neither group will consider the others theory because a.) they wish not to go against these teachings and b.) out of fear of the judgment that their God or peers might pass upon them for detouring away from the teachings. These teachings not only provide logistics and irrefutable facts but breaks it down down to an understandable decimal. Teachings of theosophy explains to us how to reach the God head within within each and every one of us, to obtain the highest form of being within the mind, body and spirit. In conclusion this is an accumulation of the ideas and explanations on the teachings of theosophy.
Peace. I want to thank you for both of the books that you sent. They went both well received! Read thoroughly. In that I still feel through them even to this day.

I write this time to request a few more titles that you offer. I would like “The Key to Theosophy: An Exposition of The Ethics, Science, and Philosophy” “The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali” “Meditation: Self Study” “The Ocean of Theosophy” “Symbols of The Eternal Doctrine From Shamanka To Paradise” “Teachers of The Eternal Doctrine From Tseng-ka-Pa to Ananda-Damas” I’m also waiting to receive “The SO vol. /& II.”

I know my request is lengthy but I’m eager to search out the truth. That’s what I’m inclined to do. I’ve been studying for a while now but I still don’t have it all together. I’m only 24 but have had knowledge of self since I was 20. I will be greatly appreciative if you sent me these books which are essential to my reeducation of my miseducation. Peace.

Please send any extra material that you have.

Send will be helpful also “The voice of The Silence”
APRIL 28, 2014

James A. Greene

Hamilton C. Z. (Amherst)

10050 S.W. 46th street

Jasper Florida, 32052

Dear THEOSOPHY TRUST BOOKS:

My name is James Greene. I'm writing to request some reading and studying material to help me with my walk. I recently began my walk on the path and I am in hope to learn more in this field so that I can help others on their path. Would you help me by providing the following books?

**Author:** H.P. Blavatsky  
**Titles:**  
1. The Key to Theosophy: An exposition of the Ethics, Science and Philosophy.  
2. The Voice of Silence.

**Author:** William Q. Judge  
**Titles:**  
1. The Ocean of Theosophy  
2. The Secret Doctrine Vols. I & II  
3. Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine

**Author:** R. M. Iyer  
**Title:**  
1. The Yoga Sutras of Patajali.

Thank you so much! May the Creator bless you.  
Peace and Blessings

James Greene
V-N-I-Verse I SELF LORD AN MASTER

I MANIFEST MY true Identity as M.G.E.E.K GOD Supreme
All That M.G.E.E.K Meaning MASTEr-eQUALITY-ETernal-Knowledge. I am
a 5%er of the Nation of God's & Earth's. I am God Conscious
of Self, so I am God Body, and I deal equality with all that
comes in contact, with my Cipher. One of the gods introduce me
to your Divine teachings, and I would love to build a stronger
Foundation. V-N-I-Verse is something so powerful, with what you
know, and what I know will spark a supreme energy within the
Mind of the 85%er's who don't know. The truth could never be
concealed, it's the only thing that can still be seen in a room surrounded
by total darkness. It is true light, of Self, what travels faster than
light? (4) A thought, your thoughts become my thoughts, and mine some-
one else's. (knowledge) being transferred, (wisdom) being manifested.

To speak the knowledge and a clue, understanding of the both. 142 + 3 = 6
which is equality. So if you have any of those Divine foods from
the Tree of Life, please send them to me and let us watch the
fruit grow and nourish a powerful Nation...

I: The Origins of Self Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine. The Key to Theosophy
An Exposition of the Ethics, Science, and Philosophy: The Secret Doctrine
Vol. I and Vol. II. The Voice of the Silence: The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali:
Meditation and Self Study. The Dawning of Wisdom: Essays on Walking the Path
Wisdom in Action: Essays on the Spiritual Life. The Ocean of Theosophy
P E A C E
Dear Theosophy Trust,

My name is Kristian George. I am currently incarcerated in Jasper County Jail in Carthage, Missouri. I have no means of acquiring books or anything. I was hoping to grow spiritually and was wondering if you would send me your 5 free books on Theosophical concepts.

The address for my jail is 405 East 5th Street Carthage, MO 64836.

Thank you for your concern and helping me grow spiritually.

Sincerely,
Kristian George
I have just read the Secret Doctrine, which is one of your all books and I must say it totally sparked an interest and I would love to have a copy along with any other books you may have. I will take the time to properly digest and extract the essential nutrients from the food your company provide. Hopefully I can be one of the many people who can say, I well knowledge thanks to Theosophy Trust.

PEACE

Scientific Born God
Dear, Editor of Theology Trust

Peace to all the staff and righteous people who are apart of the company. I have just read a copy, The Secret Doctrine, and I was wondering if I might be able to get a copy for myself. Along with a copy of The Origins of Self-Consciousness. I'm new to the knowledge of this nature but it feels so righteous and I need to get more tuned in with more ways that leads me to self awareness. I would love to have you guys books!!!

Peace, Equality & Balance
Greetings, John Powers. It's been a long time since the last
request to your company. But I've been enjoying all of the
materials I've received. I was told by you to write
back a later time to receive the books that had been
out of stock, so I'm trying to find out if you all
have received the full version of "Voice of the Silence"
by H.P. Bly. The paper copy you sent me sort
of left me hanging on for more. Plus I've just
want through the annual unit search and lost that
copy. So I was wondering could I receive the real
thing now if you have it in stock. We also been
giving you're address along as told by you so you
should have heard from plenty of people at this location
by now. I've even sent some of the books missing to
guys I was able to build up on a few things out
of the books in passing. I mean, I didn't really want
to because I value them. But I'm also a reader
and enlightener of the masses so those were sacrifices.
I felt were necessary since I didn't have your address
on hand like I had the books I thought we another.
So I guess I should also ask is it too much to
re-request all of the books that you have in stock again
on top of "The Voice of the Silence"? Well honestly
I do still have maybe 3 or 4 of the books left. But
I'll ask you all change by the time you respond depending
on who I need. But if I promise that I you all
bugs me out your library this time. I'll be forced
to be more selfish with these 4 and if you guys
can't I still appreciate you for the 4th shipment.
But if you would please send me the "Voice of the Silence"
that's one I've never had. Peace and Blessings.
First I'd like to manifest this Scroll in the highest degree of understanding, which is love...

From each intelligent mind to another, which is the universal Storage place (mental composition) which is the storage place of Knowledge.

It is mind and body or body and mind, I the Supreme being be God, the most high in existence. Have come into my divine culture which is Islam. I - Self - Lord - An - Master, I - Stimulate - Life - And - Master. Mathematics is Islam. Islam is mathematics. You have traced me with the key to Theosophy, Evolution and Intelligent Design, Vision in Action and Letters that have helped me. They all have helped me alone on my walk of the divine knowledge of self. So could you please grace me with any other books you may have in stock besides the one's I have received a few months ago. I would appreciate that ever you may have to further me on my walk to build a peaceful Nation of God...

Proper Education always create Elation

P-E-A-C-E

M.E.E. K. God Supreme

Allah 360°
Hello, my friend. I have truly been doing intense studying, meditation, moting, and application of the Theosophical Teachings. Some say ignorance is bliss, I beg to differ as well as agree, because ignorance when looked into deeper can lead to that source because it’s nothing but the opposite side of understanding, it leads to errors which brings one to greater understanding, but it also can bring one into error if not used carefully without knowing by attaching that reasoning and understanding with the patience of the lower plane of manifestation. That’s why nature can be the footstool to Godhood or if not applied with a degree of unattachment to the lower self Deepakshya, which is also why Kabballist also when speaking on the True of life from Ego dual nature. The kabbalah calls it the concealment of God, it also gave me a greater understanding of why form and fortuna actions are needed to complete man. The Bhagavad Gita basically gave instruction pertaining to a matter that still ties into that when he said something along the line that Higher self when learning to know something in the watchen of the movie, the director, actors, and surroundings – yet separate, forgive me if the words are not exact, but I feel when one uses reasoning and understanding on his path for wisdom, using that mode of intelligence he must understand it’s not bare but a pillar to bring him to a greater level of awareness. It’s the exact same scenario in Jesus walk when Satan tested him and failed to get him to renounce the Higher self for the Kingdom of form, it helps me understand where me and many others up and down the ladder of society abroad has the problems we encounter. On the latter note again my friend let me apologize...
Dear Friend,

I am very interested in the Theosophy Trust Books, also in the Theosophy Society. Thank you and all Self-health Societies, because we need to make a better world we live in. Without y'all so many people would still be without sight, having NO outlet to our true spiritual nature.

Us the people need to come to understand that our Sub-consciousness, cause and effect the future.

I believe that we are not human beings experiencing spiritual balance, but that we are spiritual beings experiencing human balance.

I think that the real reason why y'all give your Book's free of charge to institutions, because to change the negative consciousness to a positive one. But how can we come to know warm if there is no cold.
God created us so that He could come to know Himself. God is everything at once past and future, so He blessed us with the present. To-day what we do effects and reflects the future.

The universe is the breath of God and it's at the end of the exhale. The inhale has come to being.

Thank you and I would love any literature you can provide and info on the closest Theosophy Society.

Jesus R. Hawkins
THEOSOPHY TRUST BOOKS
8224 GREENICE DR.
Pasadena, MD 21122

Reid, Morris  #083130- Hall  
100 Metelouca DR,  
 Wakulla Correctional Institution,  
 Crawfordville, Florida 32327-4903

I'm writing you for the purpose of books.  
As I seriously hope that you will place me on  
your mail-list of your "Theosophy Trust Books"  
for study. They would be highly appreciated. They  
mean much to me, when a person are researching  
for answers through the mysteries of it all...  
which leads back to its metaphysical beginning from  
the branch from which it all started from (its)  
it ideas of (philosophy of life), in building (from)  
the great science of them all (God) to man.  
And with this knowledge, of anthropology, I'm sure  
to find in essence that teaching, thereof.

Reincarnation,
To Whom It May Concern,

I am a student of life in search for divine truth about the nature of God. I am 38 yrs old and have been practicing Al-Islam for 20 yrs now but recently I've come across Theosophy and its teachings astounded me. The Holy Mother H.P Blavatsky is brilliant in her breakdown on esoteric knowledge. This is my first letter to you all but I intend to correspond vigorously if finance permits so. I am currently incarcerated but my stay is not long and upon my release my studies will continue. In all honesty someone left me with Secret Doctrine 1+2 which I am currently reading 1. and The Holy Mother speaks so with an introspective view when making references to Isis Unveiled which I am earnestly looking forward to reading. If you have any copies of Isis Unveiled 1+2 would you please send them to me. Truly I am indigent so whatever books you have available to donate to me seeking the life after this life. I would be most gracious for your support. Any courses of study I am also willing to partake in.

In conclusion I appreciate you all looking over this message of sincerity and pray a quick response at the earliest convenience. Continue to build and shape the minds of fallen humanity.

Post Forwarding Address: [Curtis R. Elliot #1837881]

Respectfully,

Curtis R. Elliot

245 MFM 132
L. Kennedy, TX 78110
My name is Dusty Cook. I have spent the past decade of my life studying various religious world views, from Christianity, Buddhism to Sufism etc. and am extremely hungry to understand much deeper and profound truths such as metaphysics etc.

When I spoke to my friend about gaining a deeper knowledge and understanding of the Truth, and that my simple studies of organized faiths were not opening those gates for me, he kindly provided me with this address and a list of the books you have, and told me to send a request with a list of the books which seemed to grasp the longing of my mind.

If possible, the books I wish to request are listed below:

- H.P. Blavatsky:
  - *The Secret Doctrine*
  - *The Key to Theosophy: An Exposition of Ethics, Science and Philosophy*
  - *The Voice of the Silence*

- Helen Valborg:
  - *Symbols of the Eternal Doctrine: From Shambhala to Paradise*

- Elton A. Hall
  - *Teachers of the Eternal Doctrine: From Trang-Tsao to Plotinus*

- William A. Judge:
  - *The Ocean of Theosophy*
  - *The Editorial Board of Theosophy Trust*
  - *Evolution and Intelligent Design in the Secret Doctrine*
R. M. Iyer

Wisdom in Action: Essays on the Spiritual Life

Forgive me if I have asked for too much. I study a lot. Anything else that is your wisdom you think that I might need, I would be more than happy to receive from you. Sadly at the moment I have no source of income or financial aid, so I can only humbly depend on your kindness in my request.

Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

Warm Regards

DustyCook

DustyCook #1452287
Wallace Unit
1675 S. FM 3525
Colorado City, TX 79512
Dear Trust Books:

I am blessed to say to you what a pleasure it is to have you share this knowledge and insight to the world. I would like to receive and study your services, and also share this knowledge with others. I would like to tell you, I put a couple of guys under hypnosis here, and much has been revealed to us, and me as a reporter. I will tell you this between 2025 and 2037, we as a world will go through a pole shift, that will wipe out vast amounts of life. Shortly before this pole shift occur. There, deep in space, is a dark cloud object, that is quickly coming into our territory. Once closer, it will release poisons toxins onto Earth, and force billions, and billions, to perish life on the surface of Earth, will not be the same as we know it! There will be a 2nd shift between 2065 and 2080. And I will reveal to you this... under the surface of the moon, on the dark side, under a catacomb door inside the pyramid there dwells an ancient city, but this city has long been deserted. Enough for now. My list is below.

1. The Origins of Self-Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine
2. The Key to Theosophy: An Exposition of the Ethics, Science, and Philosophy
3. The Secret Doctrine Vol I
4. The Secret Doctrine Vol II
5. The Voice of the Silence
THOUGHTFUL TRUST.

{Signature: 10/17/14}

Hi! My name is Yadda and I heard about you through a friend who spoke highly of you and your literature. In a way, your school of thought intrigued me because in some way, shape, form, or fashion it has been my way of life whether conscious or not. Even though I was raised and taught to practice religion, I have always felt that the Bible was hiding something and if this mystical God in His Majesty created all things, why wouldn't He want us to know about it? For that matter, make Himself known to us by way of appearance so that we can praise Him for His glory in person instead of waiting until after death to finally meet Him as the Christian Church teaches. It seems that the many stories of the Bible is only a brief history when referring to God, of a man and of a God is a spirit and not carnal, however I believe that He has these feelings and sense of a mortal man and all these things to do with the spiritual realm. When in fact those things which are spiritually discerned have no affiliation or knowing of things to do with the material plain and in this set brings adds to doubt that such things exist as a heaven or hell as described in Biblical terms and that the Bible was created as a trickery.
To deceive the people to a state of deaf, dumb, and blindness so to raise in power a small group of people to control a larger herd of people through superstitions beliefs that foster an inferiority complex and make a people want for something that they don't know in hope that they may obtain it by doing whatever the Bible tells them which I think is population control... and even though I don't hate them for it, I understand how the universal Karmic law works and in its justice will be served... yet and still I have come across many doctrines and dogmas of the sorts and nothing comes closer to the truth than that of theosophy and I would like to learn more for the benefit of self enlightenment and I heard that you send books to inmates that are indigenous and if this is so then I would like to request for your services by asking that I maybe granted the opportunity to start a collective study of your books please. I was given a list of books that you have of which you send out as listed in hope that you can fulfill the order of as requested here's...
To Whom it may concern,

First and foremost I'd like to thank the entire Theosophical Society (both esoteric and exoteric) for its continued efforts to enlighten society. I have been incarcerated for almost three years now, but have spent the majority of it seeking cognition. This personal quest of mine has led me to inquire and subsequently study a variety of subjects, but the most notable being that of Theosophy.

My family was very religious and I grew up in the Christian Church as a youth, but there were always so many questions. These questions were always quietly cast aside as blasphemy, but left unanswered has eaten at me daily. There is doubt obviously a Higher Power of some sort is clearly evident in the perfections in our human bodies (not to mention the vast and ever-expanding universe), but why then would a Being capable of creating such perfection so often contradict itself throughout its own word (The Bible) or at least our interpretation of such. Why would He give us complete and free will yet limit us with His ten commandments? Why? Why...? Why...? Why...!

Well, because everything in life happens for a reason, I came across a video during my first year at prison. The video was shown by my institution as part of a voluntary behavior modification class that I signed up for. This video was called, "The Secret." The movie was merely a juvenile introduction to the Theosophical concept. What mention of such, but something about its message rang true deep down in my soul.

It was as if truth was a drug administered by this video and I immediately became addicted. I began my search for enlightenment, then, having no idea as to what I was searching for. I delved into the research of Freemasonry, which lead me to The Great Pyramids (and all...
The details of how such an enigma was inexplicably built by humans predating even the mathematic formula of pi (3.14) by centuries, Buddhism, Islam, a book called, "The Complete Conversation with God" by Neale Donald Walsch (which is great for the curious theosophy seeker because most would deem it slightly easier to understand), and finally a group called the 5% persecuted. Despite my extensive search, I still didn't have a name for what I was seeking, but I had a direction and a concept. I was scheduled to be released last month, but a series of preposterous events led me to seek an extra year in this place. They shipped me to Kenedy, TX and it was here that I was introduced to a book called, "The Key to Theosophy" by H.P. Blavatsky. Merely coincidence...? Perhaps, but upon finally being able to put a name to this concept that I've been seeking, I am ecstatic. Now I must continue to feed my newfound "addiction", but for that I will need some assistance.

This is where you guys come in! The same Brother that was kind enough to introduce me to Theosophy, also gave me this address to write and request more information. Below is a list of books that I'd like to request and my return address. After all this time, there is a group that is part philosophical and part religious and not based solely on speculation. Thanks in advance for your help. Any and all information is graciously welcomed.

Book Requests

- The Key to Theosophy
- The Origin of Self-Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine
- Symbols of the Eternal Doctrine - Helen van Hugten
- Letters that have helped me - William C. Smith
- Evolution & Intelligent Design in the Secret Doctrine
- Meditation & Self Study - R. N. Iyer
- The Secret Doctrine Vol. 1 - H.P. Blavatsky
- The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali - R. N. Iyer

Sincerely,

Paris B. Garrett
B-1800B6
Connolly Unit
892 FM 1432
Kenedy, TX 78119
First, let me thank you for your time and all that you do for prisoners. There are many of us who search for light inside these walls. Everyday, more and more, people are coming to me about Theosophy. Would you please send me the following titles:

1. Letters that Have Helped Me by: W.Q. Judge
2. The Key to Theosophy by: H.P. Blavatsky
3. Teachers of the Eternal Doctrine by: E.A. Hall

I have been studying Theosophy for three years and I can finally say that I like what I am becoming. Thank you all.

Respectfully,

[Signature]
Dear Enlightened Theosophist,

Greetings! My Name is Alan J. Callahm. EL. I am 22 years in the flesh. Currently serving a 5 year sentence in prison since I've been incarcerated I have began to Study Myself and Reflect on the World. God, Life, etc. I Came upon the Secret Doctrine by Madame H.P. Blavatsky and it opened my Eyes. All Three I was able to Understand and Exspound on Her Great Teachings because it Coincides with the Teachings I was given from the Moorish Science Temple of America, 7 Elohim, Anthropomorphism, etc. I really enjoyed reading it for the short time that I was in Possession of the Book. Unfortunately I only had it for a few weeks before it was lost during a Cell Transfer. That brings me to the reason for this letter. I would like to know if I would be Eligible to receive my own books on Theosophy? I was given this address by a fellow God-Body, and was told that I could receive some literature for free from your Society. Is this True? If so I am going to Enclose a List of Books thatTitles Intrigued me. Also I would like to be Sent Information about any and All Courses that you might have.

Titles: The Origin of Self-Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine by Helen Vallberg - Symbols of the Eternal Doctrine by Elton A. Hall - Teachers of the Eternal Doctrine From Tsung-Ka-Pe to Nostradamus - Evolution and Intelligent Design in the Secret Doctrine...

And of Course Last but not Least I would like
Part 132 of The Secret Doctrine... Even though I have
made note of Preferences I will be Grateful with Any
books that you may have Currently Available. I will even
Accept Used or Damaged Books, Pamphlets, Etc. Please &
Thank-You.
I will be waiting on your reply.
I hope this letter finds you in Good Health, Sound
Body, and a Sound Mind.

Peace & Blessings

Alan J. Callahan-EL
Properly Known As:
Lord Is-Ra-EL
Dear Editor,

Thank you for your response regarding my inquiry in to "Courses of Study in Theosophy.

You were correct in that I had you mixed up with the Theosophical Society. I have since contacted them and began on a road to enlightenment.

I was delighted to learn that your kind company is willing to provide books to indigent persons such as myself. Being incarcerated makes getting books that of a type you publish very difficult to acquire.

In the last letter you sent you enclosed a list of books available to prisoners. On it was (The Secret Doctrine Vol 2+3) I am very interested in these books and would ask if you could send them to me. Being indigent I am sorry to say I can't help with postage so will understand if this is not possible. Having an open mind and soul I would be greatly thankful of any information you could send me. One book on your list I can proudly say I have in my presence is "Meditation and Self-Study" by R.N. Iyer. It has had a profound impact on our own well being and brought so much focus to my life.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
GREETINGS TO ALL THE THEOSOPHY TRUST BOOK COMPANY

I WAS INFORMED ABOUT YOUR COMPANY THROUGH A BROTHER OF MINES WHO I CONSIDER QUITE KNOWLEDGEABLE. I WAS TOLD THAT A LOT OF THE INFORMATION THAT HE'S INTERNALIZED, AND COMMUNITY MEMORY WAS LEARNED FROM SOME OF THE LITERATURE OBTAINED FROM YOU ALL. SO OF COURSE, HE PASSED THAT AS WELL AS 4 BOOKS THAT HE CONSIDERS GREAT TO BEGIN MY THEOSOPHICAL STUDIES. WITH THAT SAID I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THESE FOUR BOOKS:

"KEY TO THEOSOPHY"
By: H. P. BLAVATSKY

"WISDOM IN ACTION"
By: RAGHAVAN IYER

"THE DAWN OF WISDOM"
By: RAGHAVAN IYER

"SYMBOLS OF THE ETERNAL DOCTRINE"
AND IF ANY OF THESE ARE IN STOCK COULD YOU REPLACE THEM. IN H. P. B.'S SECRETS OF H. P. B.'S SECRETS I WOULD LIKE IF YOU COULD PLEASE SEND ME THESE.
Dear Staff at Theosophy Trust:  

October 12, 2014

I am writing this to request some reading material to advance and expand my intelligence. On my path of seeking truth, I've encountered an individual that gave me this address and told me to request two books from you:

(Book one and Two of "The Secret Doctrine"
By H.P. BAHANSKEY)

I would also like to request any other information that could be resourceful to me, and a convenience to me while in prison, along with anything you personally could help me gain properly education.

Thank you for your time, hard effort and devoted work. Please respond and let me know what type of books or stuff you can offer me through your services. Be safe, take care and May blessings be countless upon you.

Sincerely,  
Jose Carrera
Dear Theosophy,

I received 4 of the books I requested:
1. Meditation and Self-Study
2. The Voice of the Silence
3. Wisdom in Action
4. The Key to Theosophy

Could you please send me a list of your books for imminent inmates.

I never received the list. But then my light brother here was unable to gather an idea of the books I handed by his list. I was given The Secret Doctrine II, I studied and found it very useful as a resource for me as I continue to grow. I will contact you in the future for more books.

After I have studied the books I now have in my possession.

Thanks for your efforts to enlighten us.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Date: 14209177
Hi,

Mr. Powers, Wow I just finished reading "Letters that have helped me" by W.G. Judge. I love this book so much I had to send this book to a friend to read. I wanted to tell you about a little experience I had about 2 weeks ago. I was sitting on a bench by myself with "Letters that have helped me" in my lap just being quiet having a moment to myself. Well where I was sitting on this bench is in the middle of the day room where everyone on the cell block plays dominos, chess, watch football on TV, or just socialize and goof off. It's a pretty chaotic mix of noises and voices. Now I don't really know how to explain it but all at once all the noises and voices seemed to be at a slight distance from me but I could still hear everything but now I was picking out parts of arguments, conversations, and exclamations word for word just jumping from one to the other. Some of these things were stupid, some insightful, some funny, some sad. And something deep inside me said "all of these statements are you," and then "all of these different people are you, all the thoughts, all the feelings, all the different
Personalities, all of it.” And it was so peaceful the feeling that I had and I knew that we all come from the One and we are all apart of the One. It was like I couldn't judge anyone because no matter what I found myself in them, it was amazing but it was like a drug high because it eventually wore off and I came down off that high and I've been chasing it ever since! I would definitely like to hear from you about this experience and please don't hold back anything. Right now I am currently reading 'Discourse on Metaphysics - Correspondence with Arnauld - Monadology' By Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. Have you heard of this book or this author? I would really like to hear from you sir. Thank you for so much that you have done for me.

P.S. If possible can you send me copies of:
The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
Meditation and Self Study
The Origins of Self-Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine

Thank You
November 12, 2014

Dear Friends,

I have been a student of occultism for many years. My path has taken me through various labyrinthine philosophies and shadowy forests of indoctrination which ultimately led to a rejection of religion in general. After a rather lengthy focus on the Vedic scriptures and an amazing and life-transformative experience in 2007 where I was able to achieve astral projection and the lucid dreaming states of consciousness, I began to search for Helena Petrovna Blavatsky’s writings in earnest, and was able to obtain ‘Cosmogenesis’ and ‘Anthropogenesis’ volumes of The Secret Doctrine, but was dispossessed of these masterworks by an ignorant prison administration before I could assimilate them.

However, I have recently learned of your organization and your offer to provide Theosophical materials to true seekers of the Way. This is a most honorable and praiseworthy objective. I fervently hope to one day make a donation or contribution of some kind to your cause as I believe that esoteric studies should be made available to all who sincerely wish for a positive transformation of mankind.

The titles that I am most interested in receiving are listed as follows: “The Voice of the Silence” - H.P. Blavatsky
“Evolution and Intelligent Design in the Secret Doctrine” - H.P. Blavatsky
“Nestor the Orphan” - Elton H. Hall
“Teachers of the Eternal Doctrine” - Elton H. Hall
“The Key to Theosophy” - H.P. Blavatsky

As per institutional policy, I am only allowed to receive up to four soft cover books at any mailing time. I hope this is not an inconvenience for your office. I really appreciate whatever books or information you are able to provide.

Please have a glorious day!

Sincerely Yours,
Brian T. Merrill
I am currently incarcerated in the Texas prison system and have come across a few books and have been given the information for Theosophy Trust books. At the time, I am an indigent offender and have been informed from other inmates that if I was to write to you I'll that you'll may be able to donate a few of these books to a person interested, such as myself. I would really appreciate it if it were possible for you to send me a few of these books. I know that beggars can't be choosers but I've come a copy of "The Origins of Self-Consciousness in the Secret Doctrine", "The Secret Doctrine Vol. I & II", and "Evolution and Intelligent Design in the Secret Doctrine" by H.P. Blavatsky which I would very much like to obtain. I'm also very interested in receiving a copy of "Wisdom in Action: Essays of the Spiritual Life", "The Dawning of Wisdom: Essays on Walking the Path", "The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali" and "Meditation and Self Study" by R.N. Iyer if possible. I really feel that these books can help me understand myself much better in order to become one with self and take hold of my life. I really hope to get something back from you soon.

Thank you

Joshua L. Zimmerle #1874273
Hello,

I have just finished reading a great book, the *Drawing of Wisdom* by R. N. Iyer and the fellow prisoners who gave it to me also gave me a jewel, your address with the knowledge that I could write to you for more Books of Wisdom. I am a student of Alchemy, the ancient philosophical teachings of Hermes, so when I read the *Drawing of Wisdom* it caught my attention immediately. So I would hope that you will be able to send me a few more enlightening books to read. At this particular prison we are building a community that transcends dogmatic religious, race or creed. We came together at Neo Pagan Services, Wiccan, Druid, 5th Way and others to practice and learn the eternal teachings of Nature's Wisdom. I will be very appreciative if you are able to send from your book list:

*The Key to Theosophy* by H.P. Blavatsky and *The Secret Doctrine* if you have it in stock, or any other books by H.P.B.

Also, *Teachers of the Eternal Doctrine: From Tang-Ka-Pa to Mastersabaram* by Elder A. Hall

I hope to hear from you soon and continue to receive your much needed wisdom.

Sincerely,

Jody C. Johnson 696491
Allred Unit 201 FM 364 N
Iowa Park TX 76367
Dear John,

I appreciate the fact that you responded to my note in a timely fashion and extending an invitation for others such as myself to be able to receive literature and correspond with you all. As I looked over the selection of books you provide, I have made my choice of these four: #1 The Voice of the Silence, #2 Teachers of The Eternal Doctrine: From Tsong-Ka-Pa to Nostradamus, #3 Mahatma Gandhi and Buddha’s Path to Enlightenment and #4 Evolution and Intelligent Design in The Secret Doctrine. I will pass along your contact information to those interested in divine wisdom of the Wisdom Religion. As I uncover these truths through the books sent to me, I will share my perception and ask the right questions. I am on a journey and it is good to know that I am not alone, but I have made my choice clearly. In the words of Mahatma Gandhi, “You have to be the change you want to see in the world today.” With that I leave you with my peace and blessings.

With Gratitude,

Cruz